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Abstract
The Marchenko method can be applied on cross-sections of 3D data using a 2D algorithm, but
only a full 3D implementation can properly retrieve all 3D effects present in the data. The 3D
implementation of the iterative Marchenko method is in principle a straightforward extension of
the 2D method, it only requires an additional surface integration dimension. We present a 3D im-
plementation of the Marchenko method based on an earlier implementation of the 2D Marchenko
method. In the discussed implementation, special attention is given to an efficient kernel imple-
mentation and limiting the amount of data to read in, by using data compression. The algorithm
properly handles 3D events and this is illustrated in the intermediate results of individual iterations
of the method. Due to model-time and data-size constraints, the aperture of the data is limited,
which leads to finite aperture artefacts that cause a lower convergence rate. We demonstrate
the 3D method by retrieving the Green’s functions for two models and comparing these func-
tions to reference solutions. The two models are a horizontally layered medium and the complex
SEG/EAGE overthrust model. Using the Marchenko method, imaging is applied to both models
to show that false images caused by internal multiples are attenuated. Our 3D implementation is
fully opensource and is intended to be used in future studies.
PACS numbers:
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Marchenko method was introduced in the field of geophysics for 1D media by Broggini
and Snieder (2012) and, in close collaboration with these authors, extended to 2D and 3D
media by Wapenaar et al. (2013), Broggini et al. (2014) and Behura et al. (2014). The
Marchenko method is known for its prediction and subtraction of internal multiple reflection
(Staring et al. 2018, Zhang and Staring 2018) and its use in imaging (Slob et al. 2014, van der
Neut et al. 2018). These Marchenko methods are all based on reflection data that contain
no free-surface multiples. Given the first arrival time of a focal point in the subsurface, the
upgoing and downgoing Green’s functions, as well as the focusing functions, are computed
by the Marchenko algorithm from the reflection data at the surface. These functions can
be applied to redatum reflection data to the depth level of the focal point(s) and obtain an
image without the imprint of internal multiple reflections (Broggini et al. 2014, Matias et
al. 2018, Wapenaar et al. 2014b), or they can be used to obtain the homogeneous Green’s
functions between any two focal points in the subsurface (Brackenhoff et al. 2019a,b). The
method has been extended to more complicated applications, for example, Singh et al. (2015)
and Slob and Wapenaar (2017) developed a Marchenko scheme that includes free-surface
multiples, Wapenaar and Slob (2014), da Costa Filho, et al. (2015) and Reinicke et al. (2019)
applied the method to elastic media and Meles et al. (2018) adjusted the scheme to work
very efficiently with plane-waves. Although the theory is fully developed for 3D media, most
published applications are based on the 2D Marchenko method, due to the need for well
sampled data, which is difficult to achieve for 3D acquisitions. Lomas and Curtis (2020)
made a comparison between results obtained with a full 3D acquisition and results obtained
with linear seismic acquisition arrays, both recorded over a 3D medium. The authors showed
that while the 2D approximation can yield good results, if one wants to take into account
the full 3D effects, especially the out-of-plane reflections, a 3D version of the Marchenko
method is required.
The Marchenko method can be implemented in a variety of ways. While the most com-
mon application is based on the use of an iterative scheme, the Marchenko method can also
be implemented as a least-squares inversion (Ravasi 2017, Slob and Wapenaar 2017, van der
Neut et al. 2015b) or the iterative scheme can be combined with adaptive subtraction (Star-
ing et al. 2018, Staring and Wapenaar 2020). The least-squares inversion is computationally
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feasible for 2D reflection data, however, for 3D data this method becomes computationally
expensive. The adaptive subtraction is more robust to imperfections in the reflection data,
however, due to its adaptive nature, the subtraction can attenuate physical events that are
coinciding with multiples. In this paper, we describe the iterative 3D Marchenko implemen-
tation, that is still feasible to employ while using limited computing resources. Thorbecke
et al. (2017) published an opensource 2D iterative Marchenko scheme that can be used in
combination with reflection data that contain no free-surface multiples. In this paper, we
extend this iterative implementation to the 3D situation and discuss how the implementation
and intermediate results are different from the 2D situation.
After a brief theoretical introduction of the Marchenko method, the 3D algorithm is
explained. In the numerical examples section the basic processing steps are demonstrated
with a four layer reflection model, followed by a more complicated example based on the
SEG/EAGE overthrust model by Aminzadeh et al. (1997). This includes the retrieval of
a Green’s function for a single focal point, which is then compared to a reference solution.
Furthermore the method is also used to demonstrate the imaging of the model, with removal
of artefacts caused by the internal multiples. To obtain these results, the 3D reflection data
are compressed using the ZFP algorithm by Lindstrom (2014), in order to limit the storage
size and the time required to read them into the Marchenko program. Several other modules
are also implemented, including a finite difference modeling code, a 3D Eikonal solver and
an imaging module. Appendix A explains how these applications and auxiliary programs,
as well as the basic 3D Marchenko program, can be used.
The software bundled with this paper contains all source code and scripts to reproduce
the examples presented herein. The code can also be found at its GitHub repository located
at https://github.com/JanThorbecke/OpenSource (Thorbecke and Brackenhoff 2019). The
GitHub repository contains the most up-to-date stable version with bug-fixes as well as latest
developments. To reproduce the figures and to carry out a few post- and pre-processing steps,
Seismic Unix (Cohen and Stockwell 2016) is required.
II. MARCHENKO METHOD
In theory, the extension of the Marchenko method from 2D to 3D is straightforward, as
it only requires the integration over a line in 2D to change to an integration over a surface in
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3D. In practice, it is more complicated due to a variety of reasons, which will be discussed
in the next section. Thorbecke et al. (2017) discussed the implementation and theory of the
Marchenko method in 2D in great detail. The extension to 3D in this paper is based on the
code that was presented in this previous work, along with the theory, which works in both
2D and 3D. Because of this, the Marchenko method will not be discussed in detail and only
the most important equations will be reviewed.
The decomposed Marchenko equations give a relation between the upgoing and downgo-
ing focusing functions (f±1 ), the upgoing and downgoing Green’s functions (G
±) and the
reflection response (R) at the surface ∂D0 of the medium (Wapenaar et al. 2014b), which
in practice is often the surface of the Earth. In this paper, the superscript + denotes a
downgoing wavefield and superscript − indicates an upgoing wavefield. The decomposed
Marchenko equations are given by
G+(xF ,xR, t) = −
∫
∂D0
∫ t
t′=−∞
R(xR,x, t− t′)f−1 (x,xF ,−t′)dt′dx+ f+1 (xR,xF ,−t), (1)
G−(xF ,xR, t) =
∫
∂D0
∫ t
t′=−∞
R(xR,x, t− t′)f+1 (x,xF , t′)dt′dx− f−1 (xR,xF , t). (2)
R(xR,x, t) is the reflection response due to a dipole source after surface multiple elimina-
tion, deghosting and deconvolution of the wavelet. The second argument in R represents
the source location x = (x, y, z), the first argument xR the receiver location, and the last
argument t is time. The Green’s function follows a similar notation. For the focusing func-
tion, the first argument denotes the receiver location and the second argument denotes the
focal location. The downgoing focusing function is defined as the inverse of the transmission
response, T inv(xF ,x, t), in a medium that is truncated below the focal location (Wapenaar
et al. 2014b). Furthermore, it is generally assumed that the downgoing focusing function
can be separated into a direct wave followed by a scattering coda:
f+1 (x,xF , t) = T
inv
d (xF ,x, t) +M
+(x,xF , t), (3)
where T invd (xF ,x, t) is the inverse of the direct arrival of the transmission response and M
+
is the scattering coda of the focusing function. For simplicity, T invd (xF ,x, t) is often approx-
imated with the time reversal of the direct arrival of the Green’s function, Gd(x,xF ,−t), so
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that the focusing function can be estimated as
f+1 (x,xF , t) ≈ Gd(x,xF ,−t) +M+(x,xF , t). (4)
The approximation in equation (4) will introduce amplitude errors for the absolute scaling
and an amplitude variation related to the offset. These errors are proportional to the
transmission losses of the medium. The arrival time of Gd(x,xF , t) is equal to td(x,xF );
hence the first arrival is zero before t < td. The scattering coda of the focusing function is
zero for t ≤ −td and for t ≥ td (Slob et al. 2014).
To separate the first arrival and the scattering coda, we introduce an offset-dependent time-
windowing function:
θt(xR,xF , t) =

1 |t| < td(xR,xF ),
1
2
|t| = td(xR,xF ),
0 |t| > td(xR,xF ),
(5)
where, td = td−  and  indicates a small constant to account for the signal length of seismic
broadband data, and is generally chosen to be the half-size of the wavelet. Applying the
window, which we will refer to as θt for simplicity, to equation (4) will remove the direct
wave Gd, but not the scattering coda M
+. The window will not remove any events from
the upgoing focusing function, however, it will completely remove the Green’s function, as
this exist for t ≥ td and is zero for t < td. Keeping these properties in mind, the result of
applying θt to Equation (1) and (2) yields
M+(xR,xF ,−t) = θt
∫
∂D0
∫ t
t′=−∞
R(xR,x, t− t′)f−1 (x,xF ,−t′)dt′dx, (6)
f−1 (xR,xF , t) = θt
∫
∂D0
∫ t
t′=−∞
R(xR,x, t− t′)f+1 (x,xF , t′)dt′dx. (7)
These equations allow us to write the Marchenko scheme in an iterative way. The reflec-
tion response remains constant, while the upgoing and downgoing focusing function will be
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updated:
M+k (xR,xF ,−t) = θt
∫
∂D0
∫ t
t′=−∞
R(xR,x, t− t′)f−1,k−1(x,xF ,−t′)dt′dx, (8)
f−1,k(xR,xF , t) = θt
∫
∂D0
∫ t
t′=−∞
R(xR,x, t− t′)f+1,k(x,xF , t′)dt′dx, (9)
where k indicates the iteration number. The update to the downgoing focusing function can
be estimated by combining Equation (8) with Equation (4):
f+1,k(x,xF , t) = Gd(x,xF ,−t) +M+k (x,xF , t). (10)
To start the scheme, a first estimation is required. For the first estimation, we assume that
the scattering coda, M+0 (x,xF , t) is equal to zero, so that
f+1,0(x,xF , t) = Gd(x,xF ,−t). (11)
The first estimation of Equation (11) is used in Equation (9) to create a first estimation
of the upgoing focusing function. This estimation is used in Equation (8) to update the
scattering coda of the downgoing focusing function, which is used in Equation (10) to create
an update to the downgoing focusing function. The updated focusing function can then be
used in equation (9) to repeat the process until convergence has been achieved. After the
focusing functions converge to a solution, they can be employed in Equations (1) and (2) to
obtain the Green’s functions. Note that all of these results will have the incorrect scaling
due to the use of Gd(x,xF ,−t) as the first estimation in Equation (11). If the time-reversed
direct arrival is replaced by T invd (xF ,x, t), the results will contain the correct scaling.
III. MARCHENKO ALGORITHM
Because of the similarity to the previous implementation in 2D, the flowchart in Figure 1 is
similar to the one in Thorbecke et al. (2017). The differences of the implementation in 2D and
3D will be highlighted when they occur. For the implementation of the Marchenko method
in both 2D and 3D, additional operations are performed next to the iterative Marchenko
equations. For convenient computing of the Green’s function we also estimate the focusing
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function of the second type (Thorbecke et al. 2017, Wapenaar et al. 2014b), which in turn
can be used to obtain the full Green’s function, and is related to the decomposed focusing
functions,
f2(xF ,x, t) = f
+
1 (x,xF , t)− f−1 (x,xF ,−t), (12)
G(xF ,xR, t) =
∫
∂D0
∫ t
t′=−∞
R(xR,x, t− t′)f2(xF ,x, t′)dt′dx+ f2(xF ,xR,−t). (13)
Inspection of equations (8) and (9) reveals that the same operation is performed in both
of these equations; a convolution in time of an input vector with the reflection data matrix
R, followed by an integration over the source coordinate of R, which is a linear array in 2D
and a surface array in 3D. The resulting vector of this integration is windowed in time by
θt. This operation is the compute kernel of the Marchenko algorithm, which can be used for
an effective implementation. To this end, we rewrite the Equations (8) and (9) as a series
expansion (Wapenaar et al. 2014b):
M+k (xR,xF , t) =
k∑
i=0
N2i+1(xF ,xR, t), (14)
−f−1,k(xR,xF ,−t) =
k∑
i=0
N2i(xF ,xR, t), (15)
where
Ni(xF ,xR, t) = −θtRNi(xF ,xR,−t), (16)
RNi(xF ,xR, t) =
∫
∂D0
∫ t
t′=−∞
R(xR,x, t− t′)Ni−1(xF ,x, t′)dt′dx, (17)
N−1(xF ,xR, t) = f+1,0(x,xF , t). (18)
We introduce Ni and RNi as new vectors, which will be updated in our compute kernel.
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Equations (16) and (17) are two separate operations, as the convolution with the reflection
data is performed in the frequency domain and the time window is applied in the time
domain. Equations (14) and (15) are employed to update the downgoing and upgoing
focusing functions, using the odd an even iterations of Ni, respectively. As a result, only Ni
needs to be convolved with the reflection data.
The initialisations are done just before the iterations start, by setting f+1,0, f2,0, and N−1
equal to the time-reversed direct arrival of the Green’s function Gd(x,xF ,−t), while all
other vectors are set to zero. In each iteration, a focusing update term Ni is computed, after
which the iteration number is checked to update f−1 and f
+
1 , for even and odd iterations,
respectively. To start the iterative algorithm, the reflection data R and a smooth velocity
model to estimate the first arrival (Gd) from a selected focal point in the subsurface are
required.
i `“ 1
i † niter
true false
true
f2,iptq `“ Niptq
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i “ ´1
f´1,0ptq “ 0
N´1ptq “ f2,0ptq “ f`1,0ptq “ Gdptq
FIG. 1: Flow chart of the Marchenko algorithm. In the notation the lateral coordinates are omitted
for a more compact notation.
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For convergence of the iterative Marchenko method, the 3D reflection data must be
pre-processed to comply with the assumptions made in the derivation of the Marchenko
equations (Wapenaar et al. 2014a). This processing has to include at least (Brackenhoff et
al. 2019b);
• removal of free-surface multiples,
• deconvolution with source wavelet,
• crossline interpolation to avoid aliasing.
Following Algorithm 1, the first step is to read the pre-processed reflection data from disk,
which is an inexpensive task in 2D. The full 3D reflection data matrix, however, can be large
and to reduce the data-size a ZFP based compression algorithm is used (Lindstrom 2014).
Before the reflection data are compressed, they are transformed to the frequency domain and
only the data in the frequency-band of interest are compressed and stored to disk. Typically
this lossless compression reduces the 3D data size by a factor of 4, which decreases the storage
space of the data and the read-in time to memory. The program TWtransform (explained
in Appendix A) transforms uncompressed reflection time-data to the frequency (ω) domain,
applies ZFP compression (based on tolerance) on a selected frequency range and writes the
compressed data to disk. The data on disk contain a special compressed header that includes
all location information present in the uncompressed Segy/SU headers that are needed in
the 3D Marchenko program. The 3D Marchenko program has multiple options to read the
reflection data, which can be done in the time-domain, frequency-domain, or compressed
frequency-domain. In Appendix A, the most important options and parameter settings of
the 3D Marchenko program are explained in more detail.
The first arrival time of the focal point of interest is read from disk as well. This first
arrival time can be a full shot record e.g. modelled by finite difference, or the output of
an Eikonal, or ray-based traveltime solver. In Appendix A, we give a description of our 3D
finite difference modeling code fdelmodc3D and our 3D Eikonal solver raytime3D, which are
used for these purposes. Based on these first arrival times, a mute-window is constructed
to separate the focusing function from the Green’s function. In this time window, a shift 
is used to take into account the time duration of the signal to exclude a possible reflection
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event at time |td| in the focusing function. This would occur if the focal point is chosen very
close to a reflection boundary.
After the initialisations of the focusing functions, the Marchenko iterations can start and
there are no specific algorithmic changes needed for the 3D implementation. The main
difference is the addition of a dimension in y-direction, to account for the change from
2D to 3D. The implementation has additional functionality to compute the upgoing and
downgoing Green’s functions by equations (1) and (2) and write intermediate computed
fields (Ni) to disk. In the iteration kernel the if statement, for even/odd iterations, ensures
that in the even iterations the upgoing focusing function is updated and in the odd iterations
the downgoing focusing function is updated. The focusing function f2 is updated in each
iteration by Ni. Finally, f2 is used in Equation (13) to compute the full Green’s function,
G.
The program can compute the results of multiple focal locations at the same time (an
additional outer loop not shown in Algorithm 1). This has the computational advantage
that the reflection response has to be read in only once to compute the results of multiple
focal points. In the computation of only one focal position, reading in the 3D reflection
data takes most of the compute time.
The function synthesis3D in Algorithm 2 computes the integration-convolution of the
focusing update term Ni−1 with R, in the frequency domain, where the Fourier operator
is denoted with F{. . . }. The result is transformed back to the time domain to create
RNi. The transformation back to time is required for the application and the time-window
to update Ni. Thus, for each iteration i, an updated Ni is transformed to the frequency
domain, convolved with R and the result is transformed back to time. The integration is
carried out over all horizontal (x, y) source positions at the surface for each shot-record
in the reflection data matrix R. The result of the synthesis process can be interpreted
as propagating the downgoing focusing function Ni forward in time with the reflection
response (van der Neut et al. 2015b). The loop over the number of shots is OpenMP
parallelised and efficiently computes the integration over the number of receivers in the
shot, using all elements in a cache-line within consecutive compute cycles.
Additionally, the Marchenko3D program contains a module that computes a common
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Main begin
Reading SU-style input parameters and Allocate arrays
READ( R[Nshots, ω,Nrecv] )
makeWindow3D( Gd[Nshots, t],muteW [Nshots] )
Initialisation
N−1[Nshots, t] = f+2,0[Nshots, t] = f
+
1,0[Nshots, t] = Gd[Nshots,−t]
f−1,0[Nshots, t] = 0
for i← 0 to ni do
synthesis3D( R,Ni−1, RNi )
Ni[Nshots, t] = −RNi[Nshots,−t]
applyMute3D( Ni,muteW [Nshots] )
f2,i[Nshots, t] = f
+
2,i[Nshots, t] +Ni[Nshots, t]
if (iter % 2 == 0) then
f−1,i[Nshots, t] = f
−
1,i[Nshots, t]−Ni[Nshots,−t]
else
f+1,i[Nshots, t] = f
+
1,i[Nshots, t] +Ni[Nshots, t]
end
end
synthesis3D( R, f2,ni , Gni )
Gni [Nshots, t] = Gni [Nshots, t] + f
+
2,ni
[Nshots,−t]
end
Algorithm 1: 3D Marchenko algorithm as implemented in the provided source code.
The arrays in this algorithm are stored in C-order; the last (most right) addressed
dimension is contiguous in memory. The dimensions of these arrays are within square
brackets [. . . ], the arguments of function calls are within regular brackets (. . . ).
application of the method; imaging3D. The module can obtain an image of the medium at
the location of the focal point using the double-focusing method, as described in Staring et
al. (2018). We use Equation (11) from this paper:
G−,+(xF ,xF , t) =
∫
∂D0
∫ t
t′=−∞
G−(xF ,x, t− t′)f+1 (x,xF , t′)dt′dx, (19)
where G−,+(xF ,xF , t) is the upgoing Green’s function measured by a virtual receiver at
focal location xF due to a downward radiating virtual source at the same focal location. By
taking the zero-time sample, one can obtain the local reflectivity at the focal point. As the
downgoing focusing function and the upgoing Green’s function are obtained for the same
focal position, the module imaging3D requires no additional inputs. In Appendix A, this
module is explained further.
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synthesis3D( R[Nshots, ω,Nrecv), Ni−1[Nshots, t], RNi[Nshots, t] )
begin
Fop[ω,Nshots] = F{Ni−1[Nshots, t]}
RNi[Nshots, t] = 0
#pragma omp parallel for
for k ← 0 to Nshots do
for ω ← ωmin to ωmax do
for j ← 0 to Nrecv do
sum[ω] = sum[ω] +R[k, ω, j] ∗ Fop[ω, j]
end
end
RNi[k, t] = F−1{sum[ω]}
end
end
Algorithm 2: Marchenko synthesis kernel with a parallel OpenMP loop over the
number of shots.
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
We demonstrate the application of the 3D Marchenko scheme on two models. The first
is a simple model with four layers that only varies in the vertical direction. This is the
same model as was used in Thorbecke et al. (2017), only extended to 3D, to demonstrate
the basics of the 3D implementation. To take into account the complex scattering in 3
dimensions, we also apply the method on a subsection of the SEG/EAGE overthrust model
from Aminzadeh et al. (1997). For both models, we show iterations of the focusing functions
and Green’s function and use these to obtain an image of the model.
A. Horizontally layered model
The velocity and density of the horizontally layered model are shown in Figure 2a and
2b, respectively. A 3D shot record with its source located at the surface in the center of
the model is shown in Figure 2c. For the full reflection respone, we use a fixed spread
acquisition, where the source is modeled at every receiver position. For the modeling of the
reflection data, we apply a wavelet with a flat frequency spectrum that introduces ringing in
the time-domain. This approximates the pre-requisite of deconvolving for the source wavelet
(Thorbecke et al. 2017). The frequency spectrum of this wavelet is flat between 5 and 30Hz,
and tapered to zero outside this range. The range of the frequency spectrum is chosen for
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modeling runtime purposes. Figure 2d shows the shot record of the first arrival associated
with a focal point at position xF = (x = 0, y = 0, z = 900), convolved with a 15Hz Ricker
wavelet. The receivers are located at the surface of the model (z = 0), with an offset in the
inline x-direction of −1000 to 1000m and in the crossline y-direction −300 to 300m with
receiver spacing of dx = dy = 10m. The receiver locations in the first arrival shot-record
coincide with the receiver locations of the reflection data. All shot records in this example
are computed using the finite difference program fdelmodc3D; see Appendix A for more
information.
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FIG. 2: Four layer model with velocity (a) and density (b) contrasts. (c) A shot record, with source
position x = (x = 0, y = 0, z = 0) and receivers at xR = (x = xr, y = yr, z = 0), convolved with
a wavelet with a flat spectrum between 5 and 30Hz. (d) A shot record containing the first arrival
response from a source at xF = (x = 0, y = 0, z = 900), convolved with a 15Hz Ricker wavelet.
The inverse of this shot record is the initial estimate of the focusing function.
The data from Figure 2 are used in the Marchenko scheme. To demonstrate how the
application works, we look at individual iterations of the program. Figure 3 shows the inline
xt-slices and Figure 4 the crossline yt-slices of the initial data, the first 2 iterations and
the 30th iteration of the 3D Marchenko method. For the inline slices, the panels are taken
along a constant y-position of 0m and for the crossline the slices are taken along a constant
x-position of 300m. The f+1,i(x,xF , t) column for the initial data shows the first estimation
and consists of the direct arrival associated with the focal point at 900m. The first arrival
is modeled in the exact medium and is inverted to create an accurate estimation of the
first arrival of the focusing function. This is done to make a fair comparison to a reference
solution when the Green’s function is retrieved. The response of this first arrival with R
is computed by the synthesis process (Algorithm 2) and results in the record in the first
column labeled RNi. From these figures (all with the same clipping factor), one can observe
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that the amplitude of RNi becomes smaller with larger iteration count. In the 30
th iteration,
the update term RNi does not give a visible contribution anymore. The dashed black lines
in the RNi figures represent the time window θt that separates the Green’s function, below
the lower truncation line, and the focusing function, between the truncation lines.
The upgoing focusing function f−1,i(x,xF , t) is shown in the second column, while the
downgoing focusing function f+1,i(x,xF , t) is shown in the third column. The Green’s function
is shown in the fourth column. The trace in the fifth column is a comparison between the
reference Green’s function (dashed gray), obtained by propagating the wavefield in the true
density and velocity model with a source injected directly at xF , and the computed Green’s
function (solid black). In these traces, one can observe that some events are weakened and
others are amplified by subsequent iterations: After 30 iterations the computed Green’s
function converges to the reference Green’s function. The trace in the fifth column is taken
from the center of the Green’s function in the 4th column, indicated by the vertical dashed
white line. Note that, compared to the 2D approach that was presented in Thorbecke et
al. (2017), there seem to be more events present in the upgoing focusing function. These
are artefacts associated with the limited aperture of the data. Due to storage limitations
and computational costs, the offsets of the 3D data that are considered in this paper are
limited. In this simple four flat-layer example, the stationary phase area in the crossline
direction is well sampled and positioned within the limited offset range. For dipping layers
and more complex structures the stationary phase area can still be positioned within the
offset range of the inline direction (x), but not anymore more in the crossline direction (y).
In the integration over all source positions, additional artefacts will be introduced due to
missing stationary point contributions from the crossline direction.
The curve in Figure 5 shows the energy of the update Ni in Algorithm 1 relative to
the energy of N0. This indicates whether the Marchenko method is converging towards a
solution. The lower the relative energy in this update the smaller the contribution of Ni to
the focusing functions and the smaller the update in the Green’s function. Due to limited
aperture, artefacts are introduced in Ni and the minimum energy level that can be achieved
becomes bound by the energy of these artefacts. The convergence rate in Figure 5 shows a
logarithmically smooth convergence curve, indicating that successive iterations give smaller
updates. After 30 iterations, the updates are 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the first
update, which is low enough to conclude that the method has converged. This is supported
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by the results in the panels of Figures 3 and 4.
To further demonstrate the application of our scheme, we image the model using Equation
(19), which is implemented in the imaging3D module. Due to the large amount of focal points
that are required for this approach, it is not feasible to model all the first arrivals with the
finite-difference code. Instead, we make use of a 3D Eikonal solver, raytime3D, to obtain
the first arrival times. Furthermore, to approximate field conditions, we smooth the velocity
model in 3D and use no density information. The Eikonal solver is capable of retrieving a
geometric spreading factor to account for amplitude variation along the wavefront. Note that
this is just an approximation of the amplitude. We use the time-reversal of these arrivals as
the first estimation instead of the inverted first arrivals, because it is not possible to obtain
the exact scaling either way. Using the Eikonal solver, we compute travel-times for focal
points in a depth range from 200 to 1200m with a depth spacing of 10m. The images are
computed along two planes, one in the inline direction from -1000 to 1000m and one in the
crossline direction from −300 to 300m, both with a horizontal spacing of 10m. The inline
image has a constant offset in the crossline direction of 0m, and the crossline image has a
constant offset in the inline direction of 0m, which means the images intersect each other in
their respective centers. Due to the large amount of focal points, the number of iterations
for each focal point is limited to 20. The results of the imaging are shown in Figures 6b
and 6d for the inline direction and the crossline direction, respectively. For comparison,
we also performed conventional imaging for the same planes, which are shown in Figures
6a and 6c, respectively. The conventional imaging contains a clear artefact, caused by the
internal multiples, which is indicated by the red arrows. This artefact is attenuated by the
Marchenko imaging. As the medium only has flat layers, the layer contrasts and the multiple
artefact are present at the same depth in both the inline and the crossline direction. Due to
the more limited aperture in the crossline direction, the image in this direction is less flat,
especially at the edges of the aperture, which also limits the effect of the imaging in this
direction. However, in all cases the Marchenko imaging shows a clear improvement over the
conventional imaging.
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FIG. 3: Four successive iterations of the Marchenko method for the horizontally layered model
sliced along the x-direction, for a constant y-offset of 0m. The 4th column shows the full Green’s
function for a source at the focal point and receivers at the surface. The white line in this column
is a trace that is plotted in solid black in the 5th column, where the dashed grey line is a directly
modeled Green’s function. The clip level is the same for all panels.
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FIG. 4: Four successive iterations of the Marchenko method for the horizontally layered model
sliced along the y-direction, for a constant x-offset of 300m. The 4th column shows the full Green’s
function for a source at the focal point and receivers at the surface. The white line in this column
is a trace that is plotted in solid black in the 5th column, where the dashed grey line is a directly
modeled Green’s function. The clip level is the same for all panels.
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FIG. 5: Logarithmic convergence rate of the marchenko3D/demo/marchenko3D/oneD example for
30 iterations using the first arrival from Figure 2d. The energy level is an indication of the accuracy
reached by the method.
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FIG. 6: Image of the horizontally layered model along a fixed y value of 0m using (a) conventional
imaging and (b) Marchenko imaging after 20 iterations, and image of the horizontally layered
model along a fixed x value of 0m using (c) conventional imaging and (d) Marchenko imaging.
The locations of artefacts that are attenuated by the Marchenko imaging are indicated by the red
arrows.
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B. SEG/EAGE overthrust model
To validate our implementation for true 3D models, we use the SEG/EAGE overthrust
model by Aminzadeh et al. (1997), that is publicly available from the SEG Wiki. We select
a subsection of the model, as a recording setup over the full extent of the model is too large
to fit in the memory of our compute nodes. Furthermore, this reduces the modeling time for
the reflection response. We insert a layer with constant velocity and density above the model
to simulate a water layer. The velocity and density of the subsection are shown in Figures 7a
and 7b, respectively. The density model is chosen the same as the velocity model to ensure
strong reflections. Similarly to the horizontally layered model, we use the fdelmodc3D code
to model the reflection response and the first arrival from the focal point. An example of a
shot record from a source at the surface in the center of the model is shown in Figure 7c, and
the shot record containing the first arrival for a focal point at xF = (x = 0, y = 0, z = 2050)
is shown in Figure 7d. The reflection data are modeled using the same wavelet with a flat
spectrum that we use for the horizontally layered medium and the first arrival is likewise
modeled using the same Ricker wavelet as is used for the first arrival of the horizontally
layered medium. Again, this first arrival is modeled in the exact model and inverted to
create an accurate first arrival estimate for the focusing function. While the setup of the
recording array is once again fixed spread, with the sources located at every receiver location,
the array has coarser sampling than before. In the inline x-direction the source and receiver
are distributed from -2250 to 2250m with a spacing of 25m and in the crossline y-direction
the extent varies from -1250 to 1250m with a spacing of 50m. While the aperture in this case
is larger than before, the sampling is much coarser, especially in the crossline direction, and
the model is more complex. Note that the sampling in the inline and crossline directions is
not equal, as is often the case for acquisition setups in the field.
The results for the overthrust model are shown for the inline x-direction in Figure 8 and
for the crossline y-direction in Figure 9. The inline panels are located along a constant
offset in the y-direction of 0m and the crossline panels are located along a constant offset
in the x-direction of 500m. The Green’s function Gi in Figure 8 shows many events ar-
riving after the first arrival with varying arrival times and amplitude. Similarly, both the
upgoing and downgoing focusing function contain more events with more variations than
the focusing functions obtained in the horizontally layered medium. This demonstrates that
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the complexity of the model is taken into account by the Marchenko method, however, it
also shows that there are more events to resolve. The iteration count for this focal position
is higher than before, because of this complexity. After 40 iterations, the method converges
to a result where the updates of RNi contain little energy compared to the first iteration.
While the traces of the Green’s function in the fifth column show a strong match, there
are some small errors, likely caused by the complexity of the model and the larger spatial
sampling. Comparing the first iteration and the final iteration it becomes clear that the
method improves the amplitude of the desired events and removes the undesired internal
multiples.
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FIG. 7: Subsection of the overthrust model with velocity (a) and density (b) contrasts. (c) A shot
record, with source position x = (x = 0, y = 0, z = 0) and receivers at xR = (x = xr, y = yr, z = 0),
convolved with a wavelet with a flat spectrum between 5 and 30Hz. (d) A shot record containing
the first arrival response from a source at xF = (x = 0, y = 0, z = 2050), convolved with a 15Hz
Ricker wavelet. The inverse of this shot record is the initial estimate of the focusing function.
The results in the crossline direction, shown in Figure 9 display a similar quality of results,
although they are not as smooth as the results in the inline direction. This is caused by
the coarser spatial sampling in the crossline direction. There are artefacts present at the
edges of the panels, caused by the limited aperture. The traces of the Green’s function show
a similar match as the ones in the inline direction, despite the coarser sampling. These
results do show that the Marchenko method does not require equal sampling in the inline
and crossline direction. However, if the reflection data become subsampled in either the
inline or crossline direction, the result deteriorates in quality.
Compared to the convergence rate of the previous four layer model (Figure 5), the energy
in Figure 10 converges at a slower rate and also to a higher energy level. The convergence to a
higher energy level indicates that more limited-aperture artefacts are present in the update
fields Ni. These limited-aperture effects are caused by the smaller acquisition footprint,
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especially in the crossline direction. While the aperture of the recording array is larger
for the overthrust model than for the horizontally layered medium, the complexity of the
model causes scattering at larger angles, which means that a larger aperture is required to
properly capture the reflection data. The reason for the increased amount of iterations that
are required is due to the fact that more events need to be resolved for the overthrust model.
We also obtain an image of the overthrust model using the 3D implementation. Again,
we take two cross sections, one inline for a fixed y-offset of 0m and one crossline for a
fixed x-offset of 0m, which intersect in their respective centers. The travel-times from the
focal points to the surface are obtained using our 3D Eikonal solver, modeled in a smoothed
version of the velocity model, along a depth range of 400 to 4400m with a sampling of 12.5m.
The sampling in the inline direction is 25m and in the crossline direction it is 50m. The
first arrivals are time-reversed instead of inverted, for the sake of simplicity. The amount
of iterations for these focal points are limited to 30 due to the large computational costs.
Figure 11b shows the result for the inline direction and 11d shows the result for the crossline
direction. Conventional images for the inline and crossline directions are shown in Figures
11a and 11c, respectively. As can be seen from the figures, the subsurface is much more
complex and harder to resolve. Due to the small frequency bandwidth, the resolution of the
images is limited, however, there are still artefacts present caused by the internal multiples,
as indicated by the red arrows. The Marchenko imaging attenuates these artefacts, which
shows that even on complex 3D models, the method can produce good results.
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FIG. 8: Four successive iterations of the Marchenko method for the overthrust model sliced along
the x-direction, for a constant y-offset of 0m. The 4th column shows the full Green’s function for
a source at the focal point and receivers at the surface. The white line in this column is a trace
that is plotted in solid black in the 5th column, where the dashed grey line is a directly modeled
Green’s function. The clip level is the same for all panels.
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FIG. 9: Four successive iterations of the Marchenko method for the overthrust model sliced along
the y-direction, for a constant x-offset of 500m. The 4th column shows the full Green’s function
for a source at the focal point and receivers at the surface. The white line in this column is a trace
that is plotted in solid black in the 5th column, where the dashed grey line is a directly modeled
Green’s function. The clip level is the same for all panels.
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FIG. 10: Logarithmic convergence rate of the overthrust model for 40 iterations.
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FIG. 11: Image of the overthrust model along a fixed y value of 0m using (a) conventional imaging
and (b) Marchenko imaging after 30 iterations, and image of the overthrust model along a fixed x
value of 0m using (c) conventional imaging and (d) Marchenko imaging. The locations of artefacts
that are attenuated by the Marchenko imaging are indicated by the red arrows.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have shown that our Marchenko implementation can be applied on 3D
reflection data. We achieved this by making use of an efficient computing kernel that updates
the upgoing and downgoing focusing function during even and odd iterations, respectively.
Furthermore, our application made use of the ability to compress the reflection data to limit
the amount of data that needs to be read in. Due to the requirements of the Marchenko
method for the reflection response, concessions had to be made for generating the reflection
data, including limited frequency content, coarse spatial sampling and limited aperture.
Despite these limitations, the method still converged to an accurate result. We demonstrated
this using two models, a simple flat layered model and a complex model that caused full
3D scattering. On the simple model, the method retrieved a Green’s function that showed
a strong match to a reference solution. Furthermore, the imaging of the medium removed
a clear internal multiple artefact, that was present when conventional imaging was used,
for both the inline and crossline direction. On the second model that was considered, a
subsection of the SEG/EAGE overthrust model, less accurate results were achieved, and
more iterations were required. The first effect was caused by the coarser sampling of the
reflection response, while the second effect was caused by the increased complexity of the
model. The results showed that the poorer sampling of the reflection data for this model in
the crossline direction than in the inline direction did not cause the result to converge to an
incorrect solution. The retrieval of the Green’s function was still possible and the imaging
of the model showed clear attenuation of artefacts.
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The 3D figures in this work were created using the ParaView software (Ayachit 2015).
VII. CODES
All codes to model the data can be found at its GitHub repository located at https:
//github.com/JanThorbecke/OpenSource. If you use any of the codes described in this
paper, please refer to this paper and the repository itself by Thorbecke and Brackenhoff
(2019).
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Appendix A: Input for marchenko3D and auxiliary programs
1. marchenko3D
The marchenko3D program has the following parameters and options:
MARCHENKO3D - Iterative Green’s function and focusing functions retrieval in 3D
marchenko3D file_tinv= file_shot= [optional parameters]
Required parameters:
First arrival input options:
file_tinv= ............... direct arrival from focal point: G_d
file_ray= ................ direct arrival from raytimes
Shot data input options:
file_shot= ............... Reflection response (time data): R(t)
file_shotw= .............. Reflection response (frequency data): R(w)
file_shotzfp= ............ Reflection response (frequency compressed data): zfp[R(w)]
Optional parameters:
INTEGRATION
ampest=0 ................. Estimate a scalar amplitude correction with depth (=1)
tap=0 .................... lateral taper focusing(1), shot(2) or both(3)
ntap=0 ................... number of taper points at boundaries
fmin=0 ................... minimum frequency in the Fourier transform
fmax=70 .................. maximum frequency in the Fourier transform
MARCHENKO ITERATIONS
niter=10 ................. number of iterations
MUTE-WINDOW
file_amp= ................ amplitudes for the raytime estimation
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file_wav= ................ Wavelet applied to the raytime data
above=0 .................. mute above(1), around(0) or below(-1) the travel times of the first arrival
shift=12 ................. number of points above(positive) / below(negative) travel time for mute
hw=8 ..................... window in time samples to look for maximum in next trace
smooth=5 ................. number of points to smooth mute with cosine window
plane_wave=0 ............. enable plane-wave illumination function REFLECTION RESPONSE CORRECTION
scale=2 .................. scale factor of R for summation of Ni with G_d (only for time shot data)
pad=0 .................... amount of samples to pad the reflection series
HOMOGENEOUS GREEN’S FUNCTION RETRIEVAL OPTIONS
file_inp= ................ Input source function for the retrieval
scheme=0 ................. Scheme for the retrieval
.......................... scheme=0 Marchenko homogeneous Green’s function retrieval with G source
.......................... scheme=1 Marchenko homogeneous Green’s function retrieval with f2 source
.......................... scheme=2 Marchenko Green’s function retrieval with source depending on
virtual receiver location
.......................... scheme=3 Marchenko Green’s function retrieval with G source
.......................... scheme=4 Marchenko Green’s function retrieval with f2 source
.......................... scheme=5 Classical homogeneous Green’s function retrieval
.......................... scheme=6 Marchenko homogeneous Green’s function retrieval with
multiple G sources
.......................... scheme=7 Marchenko Green’s function retrieval with multiple G sources
.......................... scheme=8 f1+ redatuming
.......................... scheme=9 f1- redatuming
.......................... scheme=10 2i IM(f1) redatuming
cp=1000.0 ................ Velocity of upper layer for certain operations
rho=1000.0 ............... Density of upper layer for certain operations
OUTPUT DEFINITION
file_green= .............. output file with full Green function(s)
file_gplus= .............. output file with G+
file_gmin= ............... output file with G-
file_f1plus= ............. output file with f1+
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file_f1min= .............. output file with f1-
file_f2= ................. output file with f2
file_imag= ............... output file with image
file_homg= ............... output file with homogeneous Green’s function
file_ampscl= ............. output file with estimated amplitudes
file_iter= ............... output file with -Ni(-t) for each iteration
compact=0 ................ Write out homg and imag in compact format
.......................... WARNING! This write-out cannot be displayed with SU
verbose=0 ................ silent option; >0 displays info
The input of the 3D Marchenko method is similar to the 2D implementation, requiring
reflection data and the first arrival time from the focal point. However, due to the large
size of 3D data, reading in the reflection data using the file shot option can become time-
consuming. To mitigate this problem, the 3D implementation gives two alternate options
of reading in data. The first is reading in the shot data in the frequency domain using
file shotw. These data have been pre-transformed to the frequency domain, which avoids
the Fourier transform that was required on the shot data in the time domain. Alternatively,
the frequency data can be compressed using the ZFP algorithm (Lindstrom 2014) before
reading in, to reduce the file size. The code requires one of these three data types as input,
and the latter two options can be obtained using the TWtransform module.
The second required input, the first arrival time, can be passed to the code in two ways.
The first is by reading in a shot record using the file tinv option. An alternative is using
the arrival times that are calculated by a 3D Eikonal solver, an example of which is the
raytime3D program that is part of the software distribution, based on the work by Vidale
(1990). The raytime3D program also computes a geometric spreading factor that can be
used to estimate the amplitude of the first arrivals. This file can be read in using the
file amp option. To approximate seismic broadband data, a wavelet can be read into the
code as well using file wav. The file needs to contain a wavelet with no time shift and
have the same temporal sampling as the reflection data. For both types of input for the first
arrival, multiple focal points can be read in at the same time.
The number of iterations required for convergence depends on the reflection strengths and
on the number of events in the model; a complex model will need more iterations. Typically
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the number of iterations is chosen between 8 and 20. Setting the verbose=2 option will
compute the convergence of the algorithm by printing the energy of the iteration update
Ni(t) relative to the initial value N0(t). The energy in the update term Ni(t) should become
smaller in each iteration.
The marchenko3D program is capable of computing an image for the focal points and
outputting them directly through use of the imaging3D module of the code. To do this, one
can simply set the file imag option and the code computes an image point for each given
focal-point.
The program also contains an additional module called homogeneous3D, which is used
for the purpose of retrieving the wavefield between two focal points in the subsurface. By
setting the option file homg to a correct path, the wavefield is computed according to the
scheme set by the option scheme. Most of these schemes are explained in Brackenhoff et
al. (2019a) and Brackenhoff et al. (2019b). All of the schemes require that the module is
given input data by the file inp option. This input file needs to be sampled at the same
positions as the data that are computed in the main marchenko3D program with the same
sample length and distance. It is recommended to run the module for one focal position
first before using it on a large amount of focal positions.
To compensate for the transmission losses, an approximate amplitude correction can be
used (van der Neut et al. 2018). This estimation can be added to the results by setting
the ampest option equal to 1. By using the file ampscl option, the estimated amplitude
correction are written out for each focal point.
The code to reproduce the figures of the flatlayered model in this paper can be found
in the directory marchenko3D/demo/marchenko3D/oneD. The README file in that directory
explains in detail how to run the scripts. The SEG/EAGE overthrust model by Aminzadeh
et al. (1997) can be found on the SEG wiki at https://wiki.seg.org/wiki/SEG/EAGE_
Salt_and_Overthrust_Models.
2. fdelmodc3D
Based on the finite difference (FD) code in Thorbecke and Draganov (2011) a 3D version
of the acoustic implementation is made. The finite-difference kernels are extended to 3D and
the code has the same functionality as the 2D code. In 3D it can be cumbersome to define
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3D gridded models. In the 3D FD implementation the gridded velocity and density model
can also be a 1D or 2D model and will be extended to a full 3D model by setting ny= for
2D models and ny= nx= for 1D models. In the implementation pointers are used to avoid
copying full dimensions to 3D. The directory utils contains programs to calculate a gridded
model (makemod), source wavelets (makewave) as well as programs for basic processing steps.
To validate the 3D modeling we compared the results with a 3D layer-based wavenumber-
frequency code (not included). To check the accuracy of the amplitude of the modeling code
(which is crucial in the Marchenko algorithm) an extra verification is made by integration
of the 3D result over the y-axis and comparing that result with the 2D solution.
3. TWtransform
TWtransform - Transform data from uncompressed time domain to compressed frequency domain
TWtransform file_in= file_out= [optional parameters]
Required parameters:
file_in= ................. File containing the uncompressed time domain data
file_out= ................ Output for the (compressed) frequency domain data
Optional parameters:
verbose=1 ................ silent option; >0 displays info
fmin=0 ................... minimum frequency in the output
fmax=70 .................. maximum frequency in the output
mode=1 ................... sign of the frequency transform
zfp=0 .................... (=1) compress the transformed data using zfp
tolerance=1e-3 ........... accuracy of the zfp compression,
smaller values give more accuracy to the compressed data but will decrease the compression rate
weight=2.0 ............... scaling of the reflection data
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The TWtransform program is intended to reduce the file size of the reflection data and
to limit the amount of time that is required for reading the reflection data. The program
transforms the time data to the frequency domain, which already reduces the file size de-
pending on the frequency range set by fmin and fmax. The file size can be further reduced
by using the zfp option, which will compress the frequency data using the ZFP compression
by Lindstrom (2014), with an accuracy set by the input parameter tolerance. The program
also puts a custom header on the data to further reduce the file size.
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